
The Office of Scientific and Techni-
cal Information of the U.K. Department
of Education and 8cience has sponsored
a number of studies &signed to evaluate
various kinds of infortnation services.
It is particularly pleasant to be able to
quote from recently published reports
that include evaluation of 1S1’s Auto-
matic Subject Citation Akrt (ASCA)

service at the University of Sheffield.

Two important parameters used in a
Studyl reported by Bar~a at Sheffield
were ‘sole-sighting’ and ‘first-citing’ of
articles relevant to a special research
topic. ASCA is reported to have alerted
the researchers to 80% of all papers in
the field within a few weeks of publi-
cation. Of p~rncular interest to me,
however, is the fact that ASCA was
found to be far more efftcient, and
cheaper, in ‘sole-sighting’ and ‘first-
citing’ of papers of interest than other
methods of selective dissemination of
inforrrtation. Only one technique of
information retrievaJ excelled ASCA,
an impractical method for which few
scientists will fmd the time: perusal
of every article in every issue of every
journal in the data base.

Badda found that much of A SCA’s
efficiency as a retrieval tool stems from
its unique use of “citation” or “cited-
reference” questions, which he calls a

very “cheap” method for retrieval oi
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unportant information. of the articles
;etrieved by use of citations as search
:riteria in his study, 12.5% were not
[dentified by any other method of
search .

Readers of Current Contents” may
recall my suggestion that browsing
through Current Contents should be

supplemented by ASCA for earlY identi-
fication of papers which, by title alone,
may not reveal an important methodm
logical or theoretical connection be-
tween two or more otherwise seem-
ingly unrelated papers.

Any reader can himself verify how
well he might have fared using ASCA
over a given period of time simply by
examining the Science Citation Index@
in a library, or by requesting an ISI
Seurch. List references that would be
“citation” questions in an ASCA pro
fde. The SCI@ will tell you, as ASCA

would have done on a current weekly
basis, what subsequently published
papers cited your references. These will
surely include many you have en-
countered in scanning Cument Contents;
but there will usually be a number of
papers that eluded you in scanning
Current Contents, and, as Barkla has
shown, that would have eluded any
other method of retrieval you might
have employed.
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